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clade[) within the large Eastern Eurasian

cluster and are well separated from any other

individuals, domestic or wild (D6 in Fig. 1).

This evidence is consistent with a Lapita

dispersal from Near to Remote Oceania, but

the lack of any genetic affinity between this

group and Taiwanese wild boar (Fig. 1) offers

no support for the BOut-of-Taiwan[ model

(23) of human and pig dispersal into Near

Oceania. This evidence also supports the

importance of Halmahera, which has been

shown to be the origin of Remote Oceanic

populations of the Pacific rat (Rattus exulans)

transported by Lapita peoples (24) and the

origin of the human mitochondrial DNA

(mtDNA) marker known as the BPolynesian

motif[ (25). The additional lack of affinity of

the New Guinea pigs with Sus celebensis (the

indigenous Sulawesi wild boar, also found on

offshore islands including Halmahera) rules

out a significant S. celebensis maternal

genetic input as suggested by Groves (16).

The lack of an obvious genetic source

population on either mainland or island

Southeast Asia from which pigs in the

Pacific clade were drawn is intriguing and

may suggest either the existence of indige-

nous S. scrofa in Wallacea or an early

human-mediated introduction from else-

where in ISEA currently not sampled by

our study. In either case, then ISEA must be

considered another independent center of

pig domestication. Interestingly, the two

clades of S. celebensis (Fig. 1 and fig. S1)

demonstrate that this group is not mono-

phyletic. In fact, the North-South geograph-

ic partitioning of the two strongly implies

two independent invasions of wild boar onto

Sulawesi, a pattern identical to that reported

for other Sulawesi fauna including maca-

ques (26), shrews (27), and bovids (28).

Lastly, an ISEA origin of the other sister taxa

of S. scrofa (Javan warty pig, S. verrucosus,

and the bearded pig, S. barbatus) is supported

by the phylogenetic tree, although the para-

phyletic arrangement provides no support for

current species designations. Thus, further

studies using both mtDNA and nuclear DNA

are required to resolve the phylogenetic status

of these taxa.

The genetic evidence presented in this study

provides clear proof for multiple centers of

domestication across Eurasia. To further exam-

ine the domestication of pigs, the zooarcheo-

logical records of Europe, India, Southeast

Asia, and ISEA should be explored in more

detail.
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High-Throughput Mapping of a
Dynamic Signaling Network in

Mammalian Cells
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Igor Jurisica,2,4,7 Jeffrey L. Wrana1,3*

Signaling pathways transmit information through protein interaction net-
works that are dynamically regulated by complex extracellular cues. We
developed LUMIER (for luminescence-based mammalian interactome map-
ping), an automated high-throughput technology, to map protein-protein
interaction networks systematically in mammalian cells and applied it to the
transforming growth factor–b (TGFb) pathway. Analysis using self-organizing
maps and k-means clustering identified links of the TGFb pathway to the p21-
activated kinase (PAK) network, to the polarity complex, and to Occludin, a
structural component of tight junctions. We show that Occludin regulates
TGFb type I receptor localization for efficient TGFb-dependent dissolution of
tight junctions during epithelial-to-mesenchymal transitions.

Dynamic protein-protein interactions (PPIs)

are key for cell signaling and dictate the

timing and intensity of network outputs.

Systematic mapping of PPI networks has

thus far focused on static analyses in Saccha-

romyces cerevisiae, Drosophila melanogas-

ter, and Caenorhabditis elegans (1–5). To

begin building an understanding of how

signaling networks convey information in

vertebrates, we developed high-throughput

LUMIER to systematically map PPIs in

mammalian cells. This strategy uses Renilla

luciferase enzyme (RL) fused to proteins of

interest, which are then coexpressed with

individual Flag-tagged partners in mammali-

an cells. Their interactions were determined

by performing an RL enzymatic assay on

immunoprecipitates using an antibody against

Flag (Fig. 1A). As a model for a systematic

study of cell signaling, we focused on the
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Fig. 1. A luminescence-based strategy for the detection of mammalian protein-
protein interactions. (A) LUMIER. RL-tagged bait coexpressed with a Flag-
tagged prey is detected in immunoprecipitates enzymatically as light emission.
(B) LUMIER detects phosphorylation-dependent interactions. HEK-293T cells
were transfected with hemagglutinin (HA)- or RL-tagged Smad4 together with
either WT (þ) or the phosphorylation site mutant (SA) of Flag-Smad2 in the
absence (–) or presence (þ) of TGFb signaling. Smad4 interaction with Smad2
was determined by measuring RL activity on immunoprecipitates prepared
using an antibody against Flag (histogram) or by immunoblotting (IB) with

antibody against Smad4. pRL-TK is RL driven by the thymidine kinase promoter
and is a negative control. (C) Detection of TbRI-Smad2 interaction by LUMIER.
HEK-293T cells were transfected with constitutively active TbRI(T204D)-HA-RL
or TbRI(T204D)-HA mutants in which Thr204 was replaced by Asp along with
Flag-Smad2, and their association was detected as in (B, top panel). Levels of
phosphorylated Smad2, total Smad2, and receptors were confirmed by
immunoblotting with antibodies against phospho-Smad2 (a-P-S2), Flag, and
HA, respectively (lower panels). Note that the TbRI(T204D)-Smad2 association
cannot be detected by immunoblotting as it is a transient interaction.

Fig. 2. High-throughput
LUMIER. (A) Pilot screen
in 96-well plates. HEK-
293T cells were trans-
fected with Smad4-RL
and either empty vector
(NC), HA-tagged TbRI
(TbRI-HA), or 30 differ-
ent Flag-tagged cDNAs
(indicated) in the ab-
sence (white) or pres-
ence (black) of TGFb
signaling. Their interac-
tions were assessed by
LUMIER on immunopre-
cipitates prepared using
an antibody against Flag.
Results are plotted as
the mean relative lucif-
erase activity (RLU) T
SD of triplicates with
corresponding lumines-
cence intensity ratio
(LIR) values shown on
the right vertical axis. (B)
The TGFb pathway
LUMIER screen. TGFb
pathway components
(listed on the left) fused
to RL were screened
against 518 3Flag-
tagged preys (numbered
at the top of the panels
and grouped by domain
composition as indicated
on the bottom) in the
presence (*) or absence
of TGFb signal. Each row
corresponds to the indi-
cated pathway compo-
nent and the LIR score for each test is represented in yellow, with the intensity representing the LIR value according to the scale on the right. W, wild type; K, kinase
deficient; Q and T, constitutively active; and C, catalytically inactive.
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TGFb superfamily of extracellular morpho-

gens, which regulates a plethora of biological

processes in metazoans (6, 7). TGFbs signal

through ligand-induced heteromeric receptor

complexes of type II and type I trans-

membrane serine-threonine kinases, which

are activated when the type II receptor kinase

transphosphorylates the type I receptor (fig.

S1A). This stimulates binding and phospho-

rylation of receptor-regulated Smads (R-

Smads) by the type I receptor. Phosphorylated

R-Smads then dissociate from the receptor

and form a complex with Smad4, and this

complex then accumulates in the nucleus

where it regulates transcription by interacting

with DNA binding proteins (7, 8).

The Smad pathway provides an exam-

ple of how posttranslational modifications

(PTMs) regulate the dynamics of PPI net-

works to control signal transduction (9).

Therefore, we used this pathway to determine

whether LUMIER could map PTM-dependent

interactions. For this, we fused RL to Smad4

(Smad4-RL) and coexpressed it with Flag-

Smad2 or the TGFb receptor phosphoryl-

ation site mutant, Flag-Smad2(2SA), which

does not bind Smad4. In the absence of

signaling, little if any Smad4-RL was found

associated with Smad2 (Fig. 1B), whereas

TGFb signaling induced a strong association

with wild-type (WT) Smad2 that was

revealed by high levels of RL activity in the

immune complexes (10). In contrast, no

Smad4-RL was detected in Smad2(2SA)

immunoprecipitates. Similar results were

obtained when we switched the tags for

Smad2 and Smad4 (11). LUMIER also de-

tected signal-specific interactions in the

TGFb-related bone morphogenetic protein

(BMP) pathway (fig. S1B), constitutive inter-

actions such as that between Smad4 and

SnoN (fig. S1C), and transient substrate-

enzyme interactions between Smad2 and

active TGFb type I receptor (TbRI) (Fig.

1C), which are difficult to detect by tradi-

tional means. Next, we optimized LUMIER

in a 96-well format and performed a pilot-

screen of Smad4-RL against 30 different

Flag-tagged cDNAs in the presence or

absence of TGFb signaling (Fig. 2A). This

revealed low background and strong, signal-

dependent interactions between Smad4-RL

and either Flag-Smad2 or Flag-Smad3, as

well as the signal-independent interaction of

Smad4-RL with Flag-Ski (12).

To map a TGFb PPI network, we RL-

tagged core members of the pathway (table

S1) and 3�Flag-tagged (3Flag) 518 cDNAs

from the FANTOM1 library (13) (fig. S2).

These cDNAs encode proteins that contain at

least one of the domains summarized in Fig.

2B (10). Each tagged protein was transiently

expressed in mammalian cells, and their

expression and subcellular localization were

characterized (fig. S3) (10, 14). To analyze

the interaction of each RL-tagged TGFb
pathway component in different signaling

contexts (table S1) with every Flag-tagged

protein required about 12,000 experiments.

Therefore, we used a robotics platform and

performed automated LUMIER (10). To

visualize the entire dataset, we generated a

diagram in which each screen with RL-

tagged protein is represented on the vertical

axis and Flag-tagged proteins are on the

horizontal axis (Fig. 2B). The results of each

PPI test are represented by a bar at the

intersection, with the intensity of yellow

color reflecting that of the interaction,

calculated as fold change over the negative

control (10). We refer to this as the LUMIER

intensity ratio (LIR) (see table S2 for all LIR

values).

At low LIRs, background noise predom-

inates, resulting in high false-positive rates

and a noisy network, whereas at higher LIRs,

interactions will be of higher confidence, but

interactions that may be transient, occur in

specific compartments, or are of lower af-

finity will be lost. Therefore, to build the

interaction network graph, we examined

false-negative rates and false-positive rates

(10) and chose a conservative LIR cutoff of 3.

This yielded false-negative rates of 36%

(table S3) and false-positive rates of È20%.

The TGFb interaction network at this cutoff

revealed 947 interactions from 11,914 tests

(table S2) that formed an interconnected

network with nodes displaying degrees that

ranged from 1 to 134 (table S4). The network

Fig. 3. The TGFb inter-
actome by LUMIER. (A)
Network graph of the
TGFb interactome. Pro-
teins are nodes, color-
coded according to their
Gene Ontology anno-
tation (inset), and in-
teractions with a LIR of
3 or greater are shown
as blue edges. For clar-
ity, Smads under differ-
ent signaling conditions
and various WT, acti-
vated, and catalytical-
ly inactive versions of
Smurfs and receptors
have been condensed
into single nodes. (B)
Schematic of the bait
map for the SOMs show-
ing the positioning of the
baits. The numbers cor-
respond to the bait
screen as defined in
Fig. 2B. Note that the
distance between baits
reflects the similarity in their interaction profile with the 518 preys. Thus, baits that behave
similarly are close to each other and when very similar can occupy the same position. (C)
Combined unsupervised and supervised BTSVQ clustering of the LUMIER data identifies a group of
proteins with similar SOMs. IRF3 (lower right), which is part of a different cluster, is shown for
comparison.
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displayed features of a scale-free network

with possible hierarchical modularity (10)

(fig. S4), which have also been noted in other

PPI networks (15). Network dynamics are

important in understanding signaling net-

works (16), which must be remodeled in time

and space to convey information. To deter-

mine how signaling regulates PPIs in our

network, we focused on the dynamics of the

Smad2 and Smad4 interactome in the absence

and presence of TGFb signaling (fig. S5). To

capture the dynamics, we also generated a

movie of the network changes (movie S1).

Analysis of these graphs and the movie

revealed considerable partner switching; nu-

merous interactions were lost upon signaling,

whereas others, such as the assembly of Smad

complexes, were stimulated.

LUMIER can thus detect in mammalian

cells pathway-specific, PTM-dependent PPIs,

constitutive protein interactions, and interac-

tions involving transmembrane receptors. The

last mentioned is noteworthy, as transmem-

brane receptors are critical focal points in

signaling networks, are important drug targets,

and have been difficult to study with other

high-throughput approaches (17). However,

we have not yet been able to measure the

concentration of the Flag-tagged preys in

high-throughput LUMIER; therefore, we can-

not measure absolute PPI affinities. Further-

more, overexpression can be useful for

detecting interactions that occur between pro-

teins of low abundance, as well as weak or

transient interactions, but this can also make the

assay prone to false positives. These advan-

tages and disadvantages should be taken into

account when evaluating LUMIER networks.

To identify novel TGFb signaling networks

of biological importance, we explored the

TGFb LUMIER dataset using the binary

tree–structured vector quantization (BTSVQ)

algorithm (10, 18). BTSVQ performs unsuper-

vised clustering and supports intuitive visual-

ization of the data, both as a binary tree

dendrogram and as Kohonen_s self-organizing

maps (SOMs), providing a powerful method

for visualizing complex datasets that effective-

ly exploits the semiquantitative information

inherent in LUMIER. To identify novel targets

of the TGFb pathway, we focused on clus-

tering the Flag-tagged proteins (preys). For

this, the algorithm first analyzed the interaction

of each RL-tagged bait with the library of

Flag-tagged preys and organized the placement

of baits according to their interaction profiles

with all of the preys (see Fig. 3B for map of

bait positions). Therefore, baits that display

different interaction profiles are far apart,

whereas baits displaying similar profiles are

close (Fig. 3B). When bait profiles are very

similar they can occupy the same map unit

position. Once the positions of the baits are

fixed, a SOM is generated for each prey, in

which the interaction of that prey with each of

the baits is projected onto the bait map, with

the color representing the LIR value. Un-

labeled map units are interpolated to make

the color homogeneous (Fig. 3C).

BTSVQ analysis thus identified clusters of

prey proteins that displayed similar patterns

of interactions with the TGFb pathway (that

is, similar SOM patterns). One of these

clusters included PAK1, a member of the

PAK family, which is involved in regulating

cytoskeletal dynamics, cell motility, survival,

proliferation, and gene expression through a

variety of effectors (19) and has been im-

plicated in TGFb signaling (20). However,

Fig. 4. OCLN regulates TGFb-dependent dissolution of tight junctions. Interaction between
endogenous OCLN and type I and type II receptors in untreated (–) or TGFb-stimulated
(þ) NMuMG cells (A) or with affinity-labeled TGFb receptors expressed on HEK-293T cells (B)
was analyzed as described (10). (C) Mapping the TbRI interaction domain on OCLN using
LUMIER. WT TbRI-HA-RL was expressed alone or together with WT or mutant OCLN harboring
the indicated domain deletions (see schematic), and interactions were measured by LUMIER
(top panel) or by immunoblotting with antibody against HA. Expression of proteins was
confirmed by immunoblotting total cell lysates, as indicated. (D) Localization of OCLN,
OCLN(DL1), OCLN(DL2), and cell surface TbRI in polarized NMuMG epithelial cells. WT 3Flag-
tagged OCLN or the indicated mutants (red) were expressed together with Myc-tagged TbRI
(green), and protein subcellular localization in tight junctions (ZO-1, blue) was visualized as
described (10). The overlay shows colocalization of all three proteins as white (MERGE). (E)
OCLN(DL2) inhibits TGFb-induced EMT. NMuMG cells transiently expressing the indicated WT
or OCLN mutants were untreated (–) or treated (þ) with TGFb for 24 hours. OCLN-expressing
cells were identified by staining with antibody against Flag, and tight junctions were
visualized by staining with antibodies against ZO-1. Confocal optical slices of the tight
junction region are shown.
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physical association with TGFb pathway

components has not been reported. Therefore,

we anchored our unsupervised clustering on

PAK1 and sorted prey SOMs to identify

similar profiles. The resulting cluster (Fig.

3C) contained known PAK1-binding proteins,

such as the PAK-interacting Cdc42 exchange

factor, ARHGEF6 (a-PIX), and oxidative

stress–response kinase-1 (OSR1) (19, 21), as

well as Occludin (OCLN), a tight junction

accessory protein that is associated with the

cell polarity network (22) (fig. S7A). There-

fore, we validated the interaction of a number

of these proteins with TGFb receptors (fig.

S6) (10), which included validating inter-

actions between endogenous TbRI and both

PAK1 and OCLN. Further, although physical

links reported between PAK1 and Polarity-

OCLN networks are few (fig. S7A), analysis

of LUMIER data revealed substantial con-

nections between the TGFb pathway and both

networks (fig. S7B).

TGFb induces dissolution of tight junc-

tions and acquisition of a mesenchymal

phenotype in breast epithelial culture models

(23, 24). Therefore, we examined the OCLN-

TGFb receptor complex in normal mammary

gland epithelial cells (NMuMG). Interaction

of endogenous OCLN with endogenous TbRI

was not modulated by TGFb (Fig. 4A),

whereas its association with the TGFb type

II receptor increased in a ligand-dependent

manner (Fig. 4A) and OCLN interacted with

cell surface affinity–labeled TGFb receptor

complexes (Fig. 4B). Using LUMIER, we

mapped the TbRI-interacting region of

OCLN to extracellular loop 2 (L2) (Fig.

4C). TbRI is localized to tight junctions in

polarized NMuMG cells (25). To determine

whether OCLN might contribute to regulating

TbRI localization, we used OCLN(DL2) as a

dominant negative. Confocal microscopy in

polarized NMuMG cells revealed that the

WT, as well as the extracellular loop 1 (DL1)

and DL2 mutants of OCLN, localized with

ZO-1 on the apical aspect of the cell in tight

junctions (Fig. 4D). Localization of Myc-

tagged TbRI in tight junctions was unaffected

by WT OCLN or OCLN(DL1), both of which

interacted with TbRI. In contrast, OCLN(DL2)

caused mislocalization of TbRI across the

surface of the cell (Fig. 4D). Moreover, when

we examined the epithelial-to-mesenchymal

transition (EMT) in these cells, 40% of

OCLN(DL2)-expressing cells exhibited re-

tained tight junctions after TGFb treatment,

compared with only 10% of control cells

(Fig. 4E) (11). In contrast, none of the OCLN

mutants affected TGFb-dependent induction

of a Smad-responsive reporter gene (fig. S8).

Thus, OCLN regulates TbRI localization to

tight junctions, and this is important for

efficient TGFb-dependent dissolution of tight

junctions during EMT. This suggests that tar-

gets of the receptor complex localized to tight

junctions are involved in EMT, and in a sepa-

rate study, we show that Par6, a key regulatory

component of tight junctions, is an important

downstream effector of this pathway (25). Our

results provide a systematic analysis in mam-

malian cells of protein interactions involved in

cell signaling and highlight how these ap-

proaches can uncover new connectivities in

mammalian signaling pathways.
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A Transmembrane Intracellular
Estrogen Receptor Mediates

Rapid Cell Signaling
Chetana M. Revankar,1,2 Daniel F. Cimino,1,2 Larry A. Sklar,2,3

Jeffrey B. Arterburn,4 Eric R. Prossnitz1,2*

The steroid hormone estrogen regulates many functionally unrelated pro-
cesses in numerous tissues. Although it is traditionally thought to control
transcriptional activation through the classical nuclear estrogen receptors, it
also initiates many rapid nongenomic signaling events. We found that of all G
protein–coupled receptors characterized to date, GPR30 is uniquely localized
to the endoplasmic reticulum, where it specifically binds estrogen and fluo-
rescent estrogen derivatives. Activating GPR30 by estrogen resulted in
intracellular calcium mobilization and synthesis of phosphatidylinositol
3,4,5-trisphosphate in the nucleus. Thus, GPR30 represents an intracellular
transmembrane estrogen receptor that may contribute to normal estrogen
physiology as well as pathophysiology.

Estrogen (17b-estradiol, E2) represents one

of a family of steroid hormones that act

through soluble intracellular receptors. Once

activated, these receptors translocate to the

nucleus, where they function as ligand-

dependent transcription factors (1, 2). This

mode of action of two such estrogen-binding

receptors, ERa and ERb, is reasonably well

understood (3, 4). However, the existence of

functional ERs associated with the plasma

membrane has been debated (5). It has been

suggested that such membrane receptors me-
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